
aut modi�ed
keeping you on track

HOW DID THE IDEA OF AUTOMODIFIED COME ABOUT?
AutoModified started off as a hobby website in 2008. In 2009 the website was changed and the directory was formed. 
The reason for including the directory was that being a Car enthusiast from Cape Town, I realised that there are so 
many garages and audio shops scattered around cape town that have absolutely no online exposure.
With that in mind the directory came into play.

WHY THE NAME?
It is quite self explanatory. “Auto” for cars and, well, “modified” I’m sure is a no brainer

AutoModified is not just a directory, but also an online portal and community where car enthusiasts meet. Some may 
think of us as an online magazine, but we are far from it and we will never be one! 
We are merely the same as every other “petrol-head” out there, a great love for cars and all things car related.
“AutoModified is run by modified car enthusiasts, for modified car enthusiasts!”

We would, however, like to turn AutoModified into more than just a website. We have developed a forum for our    
members of the modified community where thry can log-in and interact with fellow modified car enthusiasts from all 
over South Africa.
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1. Middle Ad Space - 920px X 140px
Visable on home page only

-R850 pm

2. Large Sidebar Ad - 300px X 250px
Visable on every page

-R1 000 pm

3. Medium Sidebar Ad - 300px X 70px
Visable on every page

-R500 pm

4. Small Sidebar Ad - 125px X 125px
Visable on every page

-R250 pm

5. Paid Product  Review
200-500 word product review
Visable on Home Page for a full week

-R800 once off + sample product

6. Monthly Business Follow Up
150-400 word follow up
Minimum of 3 month follow up

-R800 pm


